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Chiral Vortical catalysis
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Chiral condensation
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 With effective model, such as NJL, chiral condensation, 
which is typically non-perturbative,  is studied intuitively 
by the 4-fermion interaction and mean-filed approx.

 All the gluon contributions is included in the coupling 
constant G.

 We should deal with analytical integration of 6 to 8 Bessel 
function multiplications

G(𝝎)
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Rotating system

 Consider a pure gluon system. Introduce both background 

color magnetic field and rotation into the eigen equation. 

Calculate the 𝜔-dependent QCD coupling constant.

 Summation over all the energy levels of gluon. Extract the 

QCD coupling constant as a function of the rotation speed.
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Chiral condensate

 Replace the NJL coupling 𝐺 with 𝐺(𝜔), in mean field 
approximation
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The same behavior  has also been observed in recent lattice QCD 

simulation for deconfinement transition. (V. V. Braguta, A. Y. Kotov, 

D. D. Kuznedelev and

A. A. Roenko, Phys. Rev. D 103, no.9, 094515 (2021))

𝝎

approaches saturation eventually 

because of the model cutoff
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What’s more

 It is better to check the running coupling as function of angular 

velocity with traditional perturbative computation.

 The increasing trend appears not so significant. It is not so 

convincible that the chiral symmetry will not restore at very 

large angular velocity even at very high temperature. 

 Go beyond NJL model. The QCD vacuum is controlled by some 

non-trivial gluon configurations. The vacuum structure may be 

modified by the rotation. 

 Gluon fluctuations around the non-trivial gluon profile will be 

changed by the finite-size and rotation polarization effects as 

well. 

 These motivate us to investigate the gauge field seriously in a 

globally rotating system and switch to deconfinement transition. 
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Rotation and color confinement
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2312.06166



Understand confinement with KvBLL CALORON

 As a solution of the Yang-Mills equation, KvBLL caloron is 
good because 1) color neutrality; 2) nonzero topological 
charge; 3) confinement; 4) periodic along imaginary time 
axis.

 Focus on the SU(2) gauge group case from now on. A 
potential non-trivial gluon field which may be responsible 
for the confinement is Caloron
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ҧ𝜌/2𝜋𝑇

: 
ഥ𝜌

2𝜋𝑇
= 0.5, 𝑇𝑟(𝐿) = 0  confinement



 Real angular velocity. 

 Caloron and anti-caloron as the background color field.

 Hard boundary. Finite size effect in the perturbative part.

 Running coupling.

Spin the pure gluon system 
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Once a good semi-classical solution obtained

 Compute the thermodynamic potential.

 Minimize the potential and compute Polyakov loop.

1. Nonperturbative part from the caloron.

2. Perturbative part of the thermodynamic potential.

3. Mystical running coupling. 

➢ Which of them gives vortical catalysis?
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Constant running coupling

 Rotation helps to free color charge. 

 The perturbation part will not be helpful to confine the 
color charge. 

 Finite-size and polarization help to free color charge.
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Bag is broken 

by rotation.



Running coupling constant

 Competition between running coupling and the other two 
contributions. 

 The increasing range is short and unsignificant. It may 
disappear if the coupling dependence on rotation is weaker.
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When the running coupling dominates

 Running coupling helps to confine color charge. 

 The only ambiguity in this computation.
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Construct KvBLL CALORON with dyons

 As a solution of the Yang-Mills equation, single dyon is 
NOT good because it is color charged; 

 Combine several dyons, i.e. M and L in SU(2) case.

1) Comb(gauge transform) dyons to make them have the 
same asymptotic behavior at spatial infinity.

2) Superpose them using ADHM construction.
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: 
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2𝜋𝑇
= 0.5, 𝑇𝑟(𝐿) = 0  confinement

M and L dyon

In 

hedge-hog gauge



Outlook

 Achieved in these works

• With a novel method it is shown that the effective coupling 
will become larger when the rotation becomes faster.

• The pseudo critical temperature of the chiral restoration 
increases with rotation and approaches saturation 
eventually which may be induced by the model cutoff.

• Modified QCD vacuum and fluctuation contribution(finite 
size and polarization) are not powerful enough to enhance 
the critical temperature.

• The increase coupling constant may be the only reason to 
give us vortical catalysis.

➢ Double check the coupling running behavior.

➢ Consider dyon ensemble beyond dilute limit.

➢ Compute spatial dependent results to compare with lattice 
QCD.
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Thank you for your attention!
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